3D Sweater Tall Tree

Design Space Size:
6.5” X 15.29”

Finished Image Height:
6.5”
Design Space Size:
4” X 14.97”

Finished Image Height:
4”
Design Space Size: 27.73” X 10.86”
Finished Image Height: 4.58”
Design Space Size: 3.66” X 5.76”
Finished Image Height: .17”
Tall Box

Design Space Size: 3.5” X 5.69”

Finished Image Height: 1.08”
Design Space Size:
3.15” X 5.82”

Finished Image Height:
.87”
3D Christmas House

Design Space Size: 42.97" X 40.57"
Finished Image Height: 9.2"
3D Christmas House

1. Cut out the house template.
2. Fold along the dotted lines.
3. Glue the roof pieces together.
4. Add windows to the walls.
5. Attach the roof to the walls.
6. Color the house as desired.
7. Display your 3D Christmas House.
3D Star

Design Space Size: 11.50” X 80.7”
Finished Image Height: 27”